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The stories of these eight Russian women offer an extremely rare perspective into
personal life in the Soviet era. Some were from the poor peasantry and working class,
groups in whose name the revolution was carried out and who sometimes gained
unprecedented opportunities after the revolution. Others, born to "misfortune" as the
daughters of nobles
An analysis of the part played by women in the Russian revolution. It aims to show that
the extent of female activists' participation in the events of 1917 was far wider that
has hitherto been thought.
Winner of the National Jewish Book Award of 1979, this classic novel of love and war is
now available in ebook format for the first time! Violence shattered her golden world,
and Leah's journey began... It swept her from the burning villages of old Russia to the
tenements of New York, from the glittering showrooms of Paris to the settlements of wartorn Israel. It brought her marriage to a man who yearned for her sweet, denied love and passion for a man who yearned only for danger. It gave her a son born of shame, and a
daughter born to destiny. It tested her love in the shadow of the Depression and the hell
of the Nazi fury... And then Leah's journey brought her home.
In 2011 the World Bank—with funding from the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation—launched
the Global Findex database, the world's most comprehensive data set on how adults save,
borrow, make payments, and manage risk. Drawing on survey data collected in collaboration
with Gallup, Inc., the Global Findex database covers more than 140 economies around the
world. The initial survey round was followed by a second one in 2014 and by a third in
2017. Compiled using nationally representative surveys of more than 150,000 adults age 15
and above in over 140 economies, The Global Findex Database 2017: Measuring Financial
Inclusion and the Fintech Revolution includes updated indicators on access to and use of
formal and informal financial services. It has additional data on the use of financial
technology (or fintech), including the use of mobile phones and the Internet to conduct
financial transactions. The data reveal opportunities to expand access to financial
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services among people who do not have an account—the unbanked—as well as to promote
greater use of digital financial services among those who do have an account. The Global
Findex database has become a mainstay of global efforts to promote financial inclusion.
In addition to being widely cited by scholars and development practitioners, Global
Findex data are used to track progress toward the World Bank goal of Universal Financial
Access by 2020 and the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals. The database, the
full text of the report, and the underlying country-level data for all figures—along with
the questionnaire, the survey methodology, and other relevant materials—are available at
www.worldbank.org/globalfindex.
Men Without Women
Anna Karenina
Revolution in Women's Life
Celebrating Women
Russian Women in Revolution
Women and Work in Russia, 1880-1930
How Women Made the West Rich
Why did the West become so rich? Why is inequality rising? How ‘free’ should markets be? And what
does sex have to do with it? In this passionate and skilfully argued book, leading feminist Victoria
Bateman shows how we can only understand the burning economic issues of our time if we put sex
and gender – ‘the sex factor’ – at the heart of the picture. Spanning the globe and drawing on
thousands of years of history, Bateman tells a bold story about how the status and freedom of women
are central to our prosperity. Genuine female empowerment requires us not only to recognize the
liberating potential of markets and smart government policies but also to challenge the doublestandard of many modern feminists when they celebrate the brain while denigrating the body. This
iconoclastic book is a devastating exposé of what we have lost from ignoring ‘the sex factor’ and of
how reversing this neglect can drive the smart economic policies we need today.
Preserving the childhood memories of some of the last generation of White Russian women to
experience the revolution first-hand, this poignant collection of interviews and photographs provides
a unique record of life in Russia.
On July 20, 1917, Russia became the world's first major power to grant women the right to vote and
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hold public office. Yet in the wake of the October Revolution later that year, the foundational
organizations and individuals who pioneered the suffragist cause were all but erased from Russian
history. The women's movement, when mentioned at all, is portrayed as meaningless to proletariat
and peasant women, based in elitist and bourgeoisie culture of the tsarist era, and counter to socialist
ideology. In this groundbreaking book, Rochelle Goldberg Ruthchild reveals that Russian feminists in
fact appealed to all classes and were an integral force for revolution and social change, particularly
during the monumental uprisings of 1905-1917. Ruthchild offers a telling examination of the
dynamics present in imperialist Russia that fostered a growing feminist movement. Based upon
extensive archival research in six countries, she analyzes the backgrounds, motivations, methods,
activism, and organizational networks of early Russian feminists, revealing the foundations of a
powerful feminist intelligentsia that came to challenge, and eventually bring down, the patriarchal
tsarist regime. Ruthchild profiles the individual women (and a few men) who were vital to the feminist
struggle, as well as the major conferences, publications, and organizations that promoted the cause.
She documents political party debates on the acceptance of women's suffrage and rights, and follows
each party's attempt to woo feminist constituencies despite their fear of women gaining too much
political power. Ruthchild also compares and contrasts the Russian movement to those in Britain,
China, Germany, France, and the United States. Equality and Revolution offers an original and
revisionist study of the struggle for women's political rights in late imperial Russia, and presents a
significant reinterpretation of a decisive period of Russian--and world--history.
An account of the November revolution in Russia. Most of it deals with "Red Petrograd" cf. Pref.
The Revolution of Marina M.
Chasing the Soviet Dream
Ten Days that Shook the World
Revolutionary Women in Russia, 1870-1917
Deviant Women
A Revolution Of Their Own
Leah's Journey

Chronicles the experiences, impact, and significance of thousands of Russian women who joined the military to
defend their homeland--all examined within the context of Russian society, the Russian Revolution, and the war
itself. Based on deep archival research and numerous first-hand accounts.
Richard Stites views the struggle for liberation of Russian women in the context of both nineteenth-century
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European feminism and twentieth-century communism. The central personalities, their vigorous exchange of
ideas, the social and political events that marked the emerging ideal of emancipation--all come to life in this
absorbing and dramatic account. The author's history begins with the feminist, nihilist, and populist impulses of
the 1860s and 1870s, and leads to the social mobilization campaigns of the early Soviet period.
The dominant view of the Russian Revolution of 1917 is of a movement led by prominent men like Vladimir Lenin
and Leon Trotsky. Despite the demonstrations of female workers for ‘bread and herrings’, which sparked the
February Revolution, in most historical accounts of this momentous period, women are too often relegated to
the footnotes. Judy Cox argues that women were essential to the success of the revolution and to the
development of the Bolshevik Party. With biographical sketches of famous female revolutionaries like Alexandra
Kollontai and less well-known figures like Elena Stasova and Larissa Reisner, The Women’s Revolution tells the
inspiring story of how Russian women threw off centuries of oppression to strike, organize, liberate themselves
and ultimately try to build a new world based on equality and freedom for all.
This study considers the impact of the massive upheavals in Russian women's working lives caused by
industrialization, revolution and World War One. This work looks at women from all social classes and makes
use of original source material gathered and translated to explore specific lives. In the process, this study
challenges accepted views concerning the passivity/subjectivity of Russian women in this period.
Why Women Have Better Sex Under Socialism
Citizen Countess
The Bolsheviks Come to Power
A Companion to the Russian Revolution
Gender, Festival Culture, and Bolshevik Ideology, 1910-1939
Women, the State and Revolution
Life Stories of Russian Women from 1917 to the Second World War

While the women's movement might seem like a relatively new concept, Russian women of the 1860s deserve to be acknowledged as individuals
who changed the direction of science and opened the doors of higher education to women throughout Europe. The 1860's and 1870's witnessed
a rise in women's consciousness and the beginnings of the Russian revolutionary movement that saw women pursue and receive doctorates in
many areas of science. These same women went on to become some of the brightest in their fields. This book provides a look at Russian women
scientists of the 1860's, their personal independence, and technical and literary achievements that made science the popular social movement of
the time and changed the face of the Russian intellectual culture.
If you were an independent, adventurous, liberated American woman in the 1920s or 1930s where might you have sought escape from the
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constraints and compromises of bourgeois living? Paris and the Left Bank quickly come to mind. But would you have ever thought of Russia and
the wilds of Siberia? This choice was not as unusual as it seems now. As Julia L. Mickenberg uncovers in American Girls in Red Russia, there is
a forgotten counterpoint to the story of the Lost Generation: beginning in the late nineteenth century, Russian revolutionary ideology attracted
many women, including suffragists, reformers, educators, journalists, and artists, as well as curious travelers. Some were famous, like Isadora
Duncan or Lillian Hellman; some were committed radicals, though more were just intrigued by the “Soviet experiment.” But all came to Russia in
search of social arrangements that would be more equitable, just, and satisfying. And most in the end were disillusioned, some by the mundane
realities, others by horrifying truths. Mickenberg reveals the complex motives that drew American women to Russia as they sought models for a
revolutionary new era in which women would be not merely independent of men, but also equal builders of a new society. Soviet women, after all,
earned the right to vote in 1917, and they also had abortion rights, property rights, the right to divorce, maternity benefits, and state-supported
childcare. Even women from Soviet national minorities—many recently unveiled—became public figures, as African American and Jewish
women noted. Yet as Mickenberg’s collective biography shows, Russia turned out to be as much a grim commune as a utopia of freedom, replete
with economic, social, and sexual inequities. American Girls in Red Russia recounts the experiences of women who saved starving children from
the Russian famine, worked on rural communes in Siberia, wrote for Moscow or New York newspapers, or performed on Soviet stages.
Mickenberg finally tells these forgotten stories, full of hope and grave disappointments.
Asked shortly after the revolution about how she viewed the new government, Tatiana Varsher replied, "With the wide-open eyes of a historian."
Her countrywoman, Zinaida Zhemchuzhnaia, expressed a similar need to take note: "I want to write about the way those events were perceived
and reflected in the humble and distant corner of Russia that was the Cossack town of Korenovskaia." What these women witnessed and
experienced, and what they were moved to describe, is part of the extraordinary portrait of life in revolutionary Russia presented in this book. A
collection of life stories of Russian women in the first half of the twentieth century, In the Shadow of Revolution brings together the testimony of
Soviet citizens and émigrés, intellectuals of aristocratic birth and Soviet milkmaids, housewives and engineers, Bolshevik activists and dedicated
opponents of the Soviet regime. In literary memoirs, oral interviews, personal dossiers, public speeches, and letters to the editor, these women
document their diverse experience of the upheavals that reshaped Russia in the first half of this century. As is characteristic of twentieth-century
Russian women's autobiographies, these life stories take their structure not so much from private events like childbirth or marriage as from great
public events. Accordingly the collection is structured around the events these women see as touchstones: the Revolution of 1917 and the Civil
War of 1918-20; the switch to the New Economic Policy in the 1920s and collectivization; and the Stalinist society of the 1930s, including the
Great Terror. Edited by two preeminent historians of Russia and the Soviet Union, the volume includes introductions that investigate the social
historical context of these women's lives as well as the structure of their autobiographical narratives.
Countess Sofia Panina lived a remarkable life. Born into an aristocratic family in imperial Russia, she found her true calling in improving the lives
of urban workers. Her passion for social service and reputation as the "Red Countess" led her to political prominence after the fall of the
Romanovs. She became the first woman to hold a cabinet position and the first political prisoner tried by the Bolsheviks. The upheavals of the
1917 Revolution forced her to flee her beloved country, but instead of living a quiet life in exile she devoted the rest of her long life to humanitarian
efforts on behalf of fellow refugees. Based on Adele Lindenmeyr's detailed research in dozens of archival collections, Citizen Countess
establishes Sofia Panina as an astute eyewitness to and passionate participant in the historical events that shaped her life. Her experiences shed
light on the evolution of the European nobility, women's emancipation and political influence of the time, and the fate of Russian liberalism.
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Memories of Revolution
Fathers and Daughters
Gender and Politics in Revolutionary Russia
Comrades in Arms
Russia's Women Soldiers in World War I and the Revolution
A History Of Women And Revolution In The Modern World
Masculinity and Revolution in Russian Fiction, 1917-1929

Presenting major writings on the revolution and its context, bringing together key texts to illustrate interpretive approaches and
covering the central topics and themes, this volume forms a coherent representation of both the events and the theories anddebates
that relate to them.
Focusing on how women, peasants and orphans responded to Bolshevk attempts to remake the family, this text reveals how, by 1936,
legislation designed to liberate women had given way to increasingly conservative solutions strengthening traditional family values.
A married woman falls blindly in love with a handsome military officer. Happy families are all alike; every unhappy family is
unhappy in its own way. States Leo Tolstoy in his great modern novel of an adulterous affair set against the backdrop of Moscow and
St. Petersburg high society in the later half of the nineteenth century. A sophisticated woman who is respectably married to a
government bureaucrat, Anna begins a passionate, all-consuming involvement with a rich army officer. Refusing to conduct a
discreet affair, she scandalizes society by abandoning both her husband and her young son for Count Vronsky--with tragic
consequences. Running parallel is the story of the courtship and marriage of Konstantin Levin (the melancholy nobleman who is
Tolstoy's stand-in) and Princess Kitty Shcherbatsky.
Women in Revolutionary Russia is a valuable resource for students of Russian history. It gives a new interpretation of the period and
draws on previously unpublished documents. It also contains questions which address the problems of using and interpreting
evidence.
Voices Of Women In Soviet History
A Study in Collective Biography
Contemporary Fiction by Russian Women
The Women's Liberation Movement in Russia
Islam, Modernity, and Unveiling under Communism
Sofia Panina and the Fate of Revolutionary Russia
A Study in Continuity Through Change
Women in Revolutionary Russia
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For generations in the West, Cold War animosity blocked dispassionate accounts of the Russian Revolution. This
history authoritatively restores the upheaval's primary social actors-workers, soldiers, and peasants-to their
rightful place at the center of the revolutionary process.
How could the baba--traditionally the "backward" Russian woman--be mobilized as a "comrade" in the
construction of a new state and society? Drawing on newly available archival materials, historian Elizabeth Wood
explores the Bolshevik government's campaign to draw women into the public sphere and involve them in the
world of politics in the early Soviet years.
Annotation The first International Women's Day was celebrated in Copenhagen in 1910 and adopted by the
Bolsheviks in 1913 as a means to popularize their political program among factory women in Russia. By 1918,
Women's Day had joined May Day and the anniversary of the October Revolution as the most important national
holidays on the calendar. Through the years, Women's Day celebrations temporarily empowered women as they
sang revolutionary songs, acted as strong protagonists in plays, and marched in processions carrying slogans
about gender equality. In speeches, state policies, reports, historical sketches, plays, cartoons, and short stories,
the passive Russian woman was transformed into an iconic Soviet Woman, one who could survive, improvise, and
prevail over the most challenging of circumstances. Choi Chatterjee analyzes both Bolshevik attitudes towards
women and invented state rituals surrounding Women's Day in Russia and the early Soviet Union to demonstrate
the ways in which these celebrations were a strategic form of cultural practice that marked the distinctiveness of
Soviet civilization, legitimized the Soviet mission for women, and articulated the Soviet construction of gender.
Unlike previous scholars who have criticized the Bolsheviks for repudiating their initial commitment to Marxist
feminism, Chatterjee has discovered considerable continuity in the way that they imagined the ideal woman and
her role in a communist society.
Russian Women Remember
Science, Women and Revolution in Russia
Soviet Family Policy and Social Life, 1917-1936
Women and the Revolutionary Movement in the Russia of Alexander II
They Fought for the Motherland
American Girls in Red Russia
Bolshevik Women in the Russian Revolution
After seizing power in 1917, the Bolsheviks initiated reforms aimed at abolishing the old way of life in Russia. A new Family Code liberalized
marriage procedures, promoted communal living arrangements, and abolished the concept of illegitimacy. Other decrees legalized abortion,
deregulated prostitution, and emancipated women. The Bolsheviks' Marxist ideology that guided these reforms was also behind the assertion
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that crime, an artifact of bourgeois capitalist exploitation, would disappear under socialism. As crime persisted, Soviet criminologists—a cohort
of jurists, doctors, sociologists, anthropologists, psychiatrists, statisticians, and forensic experts—were charged with examining its causes and
motives to determine the most effective methods to eliminate it. The problem of female crime occupied a prominent position in criminologists'
studies. In explaining “traditional” female crimes of the domestic sphere—infanticide, spouse murder, and petty theft, among
others—criminologists pointed to the offenders' backwardness and ignorance, material circumstances, and even biology. Kowalsky examines the
position of women in early Soviet society through the lens of deviance, exploring how Soviet criminologists understood female crime and how
their attitudes helped shape the development of Soviet social and behavioral norms. Deviant Women looks at the emergence of criminology in
early Soviet Russia, tracing the development of principles and theories—particularly that of female deviance—and highlighting the ways in which
criminologists were able to conduct innovative social science research under the constraints of Bolshevik ideology. Kowalsky then focuses on
the analyses of female crime and criminologists' attitudes concerning sexuality, geography, and class. Concluding with a close study of
infanticide, the most “typical” crime committed by women, Kowalsky discusses the social attitudes that were revealed in the professional
discussion of this crime. Historians of modern Russia and the USSR, scholars of gender studies, and those studying criminology will be
fascinated by this original study.
This handbook brings together recent and emerging research in the broad areas of women and gender studies focusing on pre-revolutionary
Russia, the Soviet Union and the post-Soviet Russian Federation. For the Soviet period in particular, individual chapters extend the geographic
coverage of the book beyond Russia itself to examine women and gender relations in the Soviet ‘East’ (Tatarstan), Central Asia (Kazakhstan,
Tajikistan and Uzbekistan) and the Baltic States (Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania). Within the boundaries of the Russian Federation, the scope
moves beyond the typically studied urban centres of Moscow and St Petersburg to examine the regions (Krasnodar, Novosibirsk), rural societies
and village life. Its chapters examine the construction of gender identities and shifts in gender roles during the twentieth century, as well as the
changing status and roles of women vis-a-vis men in Soviet political institutions, the workplace and society more generally. This volume draws
on a broad range of disciplinary and methodological approaches currently being employed in the academic field of Russian studies. The origins
of the individual contributions can be identified in a range of conventional subject disciplines – history, literature, sociology, political science,
cultural studies – but the chapters also adopt a cross- and inter-disciplinary approach to the topic of study. This handbook therefore builds on
and extends the foundations of Russian women’s and gender studies as it has emerged and developed in recent decades, and demonstrate the
international, indeed global, reach of such research
Most studies of the development of Marxism in Russia concentrate on male revolutionaries. It is only in the past twenty five years that scholars
have begun to investigate the women who dedicated themselves to the cause of revolution. What then of the women who joined the
revolutionary movement, and particularly the Bolshevik party, in their thousands? Revolutionary women in Russia is the first sustained analysis
of female involvement in the revolutionary era of Russian history. By placing women centre stage, without exaggerating their involvement, this
study enriches our understanding of women and revolutionary politics, and also provides a revealing insight in to this momentous period of
Russian history. Revolutionary women in Russia is a powerful study of working women and Russian Marxism, which aims to engage readers
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with descriptions of 'real' revolutionary women. Based on a variety of sources that have not been previously translated into English, this book
will appeal to all those with an interest in the Russian Revolution, twentieth-century history and gender studies.
Nine stories by Russian women. In She Who Bears No Ill, a woman disfigured by a disease prefers to be locked up in a mental institution rather
than be looked at with repugnance outside, while The Day of the Poplar Flakes describes the shoddy treatment of terminally ill patients in a
provincial hospital.
Resilient Russian Women in the 1920s & 1930s
The Women's Revolution
The Palgrave Handbook of Women and Gender in Twentieth-Century Russia and the Soviet Union
The New Woman in Uzbekistan
Lives and Culture
In the Shadow of Revolution
Women in Revolutionary Russia

An analysis of the construction of masculinity in early Soviet culture that finds in the novels of Babel and others an utopian
society composed exclusively of men.
Winner of the Association of Women in Slavic Studies Heldt Prize Winner of the Central Eurasian Studies Society History
and Humanities Book Award Honorable mention for the W. Bruce Lincoln Prize Book Prize from the American Association
for the Advancement of Slavic Studies (AAASS) This groundbreaking work in women's history explores the lives of Uzbek
women, in their own voices and words, before and after the Russian Revolution of 1917. Drawing upon their oral histories
and writings, Marianne Kamp reexamines the Soviet Hujum, the 1927 campaign in Soviet Central Asia to encourage mass
unveiling as a path to social and intellectual "liberation." This engaging examination of changing Uzbek ideas about
women in the early twentieth century reveals the complexities of a volatile time: why some Uzbek women chose to unveil,
why many were forcibly unveiled, why a campaign for unveiling triggered massive violence against women, and how the
national memory of this pivotal event remains contested today.
A spirited, deeply researched exploration of why capitalism is bad for women and how, when done right, socialism leads to
economic independence, better labor conditions, better work-life balance and, yes, even better sex. In a witty, irreverent
op-ed piece that went viral, Kristen Ghodsee argued that women had better sex under socialism. The response was
tremendous -- clearly she articulated something many women had sensed for years: the problem is with capitalism, not
with us. Ghodsee, an acclaimed ethnographer and professor of Russian and East European Studies, spent years
researching what happened to women in countries that transitioned from state socialism to capitalism. She argues here
that unregulated capitalism disproportionately harms women,
and that we should learn from the past. By rejecting the bad
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and salvaging the good, we can adapt some socialist ideas to the 21st century and improve our lives. She tackles all
aspects of a woman's life - work, parenting, sex and relationships, citizenship, and leadership. In a chapter called
"Women: Like Men, But Cheaper," she talks about women in the workplace, discussing everything from the wage gap to
harassment and discrimination. In "What To Expect When You're Expecting Exploitation," she addresses motherhood and
how "having it all" is impossible under capitalism. Women are standing up for themselves like never before, from the
increase in the number of women running for office to the women's march to the long-overdue public outcry against sexual
harassment. Interest in socialism is also on the rise - whether it's the popularity of Bernie Sanders or the skyrocketing
membership numbers of the Democratic Socialists of America. It's become increasingly clear to women that capitalism
isn't working for us, and Ghodsee is the informed, lively guide who can show us the way forward.
Preserving the childhood memories of some of the last generation of White Russian women to experience the Revolution
firsthand, this poignant collection of interviews and photographs provides a unique and moving record of life in Imperial
and Bolshevik Russia. The accounts give a personal insight into how the Revolution devastated the lives of the
aristocracy, the intelligentsia and the foreigners of Moscow and St Petersburg in the few weeks after the October 1917
upheaval. These people, previously amongst the wealthiest in Russia, were reduced to a life of poverty, persecution and
exile. This forced exile has had a profound effect on these women. Their childhood memories have remained very sharp,
with a volume of detail and intensity of recall peculiar to those whose premature transition from child to adult coincided
with the traumas of revolution.
Women, Resistance and Revolution
The Revolution of 1917 in Petrograd
Midwives of the Revolution
Apostles Into Terrorists
Women in Nineteenth-Century Russia
Female Crime and Criminology in Revolutionary Russia, 1880-1930
The Global Findex Database 2017
This classic book provides a historical overview of feminist strands among the modern revolutionary movements of Russia, China and the
Third World. Sheila Rowbotham shows how women rose against the dual challenges of an unjust state system and social-sexual prejudice.
Women, Resistance and Revolution is an invaluable historical study, as well as a trove of anecdote and example fit to inspire today’s
generation of feminist thinkers and activists.
From the mega-bestselling author of White Oleander and Paint It Black, a sweeping historical saga of the Russian Revolution, as seen
through the eyes of one young woman St. Petersburg, New Year's Eve, 1916. Marina Makarova is a young woman of privilege who aches to
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break free of the constraints of her genteel life, a life about to be violently upended by the vast forces of history. Swept up on these tides,
Marina will join the marches for workers' rights, fall in love with a radical young poet, and betray everything she holds dear, before being
betrayed in turn. As her country goes through almost unimaginable upheaval, Marina's own coming-of-age unfolds, marked by deep passion
and devastating loss, and the private heroism of an ordinary woman living through extraordinary times. This is the epic, mesmerizing story of
one indomitable woman's journey through some of the most dramatic events of the last century.
The stories of Russian educated women, peasants, prisoners, workers, wives, and mothers of the 1920s and 1930s show how work,
marriage, family, religion, and even patriotism helped sustain them during harsh times. The Russian Revolution launched an eco-nomic and
social upheaval that released peasant women from the control of traditional extended families. It promised urban women equality and created
opportunities for employment and higher education. Yet, the revolution did little to eliminate Russian patriarchal culture, which continued to
undermine women's social, sexual, eco-nomic, and political conditions. Divorce and abortion became more widespread, but birth control
remained limited, and sexual liberation meant greater freedom for men than for women. The transformations that women needed to gain true
equality were postponed by the pov-erty of the new state and the political agendas of leaders like Lenin, Trotsky, and Stalin.
"This collection of essays examines the lives of women across Russia--from wealthy noblewomen in St Petersburg to desperately poor
peasants in Siberia--discussing their interaction with the Church and the law, and their rich contribution to music, art, literature and theatre. It
shows how women struggled for greater autonomy and, both individually and collectively, developed a dynamic presence in Russia's culture
and society"--Publisher's description.
Equality and Revolution
Female Bolsheviks and Women Workers in 1917
Revolutionary Russia
The Baba and the Comrade
Half a Revolution
Measuring Financial Inclusion and the Fintech Revolution
A compendium of original essays and contemporary viewpoints on the 1917 Revolution The Russian revolution of 1917 reverberated
throughout an empire that covered one-sixth of the world. It altered the geo-political landscape of not only Eurasia, but of the entire
globe. The impact of this immense event is still felt in the present day. The historiography of the last two decades has challenged
conceptions of the 1917 revolution as a monolithic entity— the causes and meanings of revolution are many, as is reflected in
contemporary scholarship on the subject. A Companion to the Russian Revolution offers more than thirty original essays, written by a
team of respected scholars and historians of 20th century Russian history. Presenting a wide range of contemporary perspectives, the
Companion discusses topics including the dynamics of violence in war and revolution, Russian political parties, the transformation of
the Orthodox church, Bolshevism, Liberalism, and more. Although primarily focused on 1917 itself, and the singular Revolutionary
experience in that year, this book also explores time-periods such as the First Russian Revolution, early Soviet government, the Civil
War period, and even into the 1920’s. Presents a wide range of original essays that discuss Brings together in-depth coverage of
political history, party history, cultural history, and new social approaches Explores the long-range causes, influence on early Soviet
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culture, and global after-life of the Russian Revolution Offers broadly-conceived, contemporary views of the revolution largely based on
the author’s original research Links Russian revolutions to Russian Civil Wars as concepts A Companion to the Russian Revolution is an
important addition to modern scholarship on the subject, and a valuable resource for those interested in Russian, Late Imperial, or
Soviet history as well as anyone interested in Revolution as a global phenomenon.
The Sex Factor
And Other Arguments for Economic Independence
Feminism, Nihilsm, and Bolshevism, 1860-1930 - Expanded Edition
Russia 1905–1917
New Approaches
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